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Figure 1: Treemaps colored in various color scheme with the number of reconstructed trees in parentheses. B denotes the usage of brightness
to indicate node depth. Circles indicate where tree structure can be never reconstructed univocally (black), only with parameter knowledge
(gray) or always (white). The first shown tree is the original tree, which will always be reconstructed. Letters beneath the other trees represent
corresponding treemaps. Parentheses around letters represent where parameter knowledge is applicable.
Abstract
Treemaps illustrate hierarchical data, such as file systems or budget structures. Colors are often used to encode additional
information or to emphasize the tree structure. Given a treemap, one may want to retrieve the underlying data. However, treemap
reconstruction is challenging, as the inner tree structure needs to be derived almost exclusively from leaf node rectangles.
Furthermore, treemaps are well known to suffer from ambiguities, i.e., different input data may produce the same drawing.
We present a novel reconstruction approach for slice-and-dice treemaps. Moreover, we evaluate the influence of five color
schemes to resolve ambiguities. Our work can be used for the reproducibility of published data and for assessing ambiguities
in slice-and-dice treemaps.
CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Treemaps;
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1. Introduction

2.2. Data Reconstruction from Visualization

Since the initial Slice-and-Dice (SnD) algorithm [Shn92], treemaps
(TMs) have been widely used to visualize trees with node weights
in space-efficient ways [BSW02; FP02; VWW99]. Today, there
is an abundance of construction algorithms [Sch11] with various
properties that have successfully been used on data, such as file systems [BHW00; FP02; Shn92]. Among all construction algorithms,
the SnD algorithm is the most widely studied one for rectangular
treemaps [Sch11]. It is also the only one that is known to preserve
the hierarchical nature of the underlying tree data [TS07; BSW02].

A wide variety of tools exists for data reconstruction from drawings, such as ChartSense [JKS*17], ChartDecoder [DWNZ18],
WebPlotDigitizer [Roh19], DataThief [Tum16], FigureSeer
[SHL*16], Revision [SKC*11] Bar Chart Extractor [AZG15],
DVQA [KCPK18], Scatteract [CRMY17] or the tool by Harper et
al. [HA14]. They can automatically reconstruct data from chart
types such as line charts, bar charts, area charts, map charts, pie
charts, radar charts, scatterplots, donuts, choropleth, marey trains,
stacked bar charts or parallel coordinates. Most related to our work
is PhyloParser [LYWH17]. It reconstructs phylogenetic trees from
dendrograms (node-link diagrams) which show all tree elements,
i.e. nodes and edges. Treemap reconstruction is more difficult
as only leaf nodes are visible. Inner nodes and edges need to be
derived from the visible leaf rectangles.

Commonly, the visualization task ends with the final visualization of the input data. However, there are scenarios, in which the
visualization is the only available source and the visualization process needs to be reversed [CLFL20]. For example, to provide visually impaired people with the reading of information contained
within charts [CJP*19]. As different layouts may produce a different drawing for the same dataset [SSV18], each treemap layout
requires a partially different reconstruction algorithm. As a starting
point, this paper only focuses on the SnD layout, as it is the basis
for all other algorithms and produces highly stable layouts.

2. Related Work
Both treemaps and reconstruction of data from visualizations are
active fields of reasearch.

Visual reconstructability – Ambiguities: An important question
in extracting data from a visualization is the precision/accuracy and
uniqueness of the extracted data. Visualizations, including graph
and tree drawings, may suffer from ambiguities, unfaithfulness or
poor visual-reconstructability [JWC*11; NEH13; WSA*16]. The
drawing may not enable the unique reconstruction of data, e.g.,
node and edge overplotting may lead to high ambiguities in nodelink diagrams [WSA*16]. We thus investigate ambiguity of tree
drawings in slice-and-dice treemaps, caused by inherent overplotting of parent nodes with child nodes.
3. Definitions and Terminology

2.1. Treemaps
Treemap research focuses on the development of layouts for
drawing treemaps [SSV18; Sch11; BB12; BSW02; BE95; TS07;
BEL*11; DSF*14; WD08], rather than on reconstructing data from
the treemap drawings. The proposed layouts optimize drawing
quality measures [BBK*18] such as treemap readability and stability. As recent studies found that the slice-and-dice layout is very
stable, both with respect to container resolution [KBW*20] and
data changes [VSC*20], we focus on this layout.
Treemap drawings may be amended by additional visual clues
such as color [SDW08], labels [LLWM13], cushions [VWW99] or
border thickness [KHA10; BHW00]. With color being the most
widely used one. It can be used to encode additional information such as stock market growth [Wat99], file types [FP02], traffic speed [SDW08] or may be random for user study purposes
[KHA10]. If not used for showing additional information, it may
be used for encoding tree structure. While many color schemes,
also called palettes or colormaps, exist for visualization, treemapspecific colormaps are rare [ZH15]. Tree Colors [TJ14] is a colorscheme where nodes should have unique colors, children and parents should have similar colors and the depth of a node should be
reflected in its color. More frequently used are color schemes that
encode only the first level of node depth as color [TJ14; Sun15].
This is also referred to as Main Branch Colors. Fekete et al. [FP02]
combines additional data as color with the depth of tree node as
brightness. We investigate how color coding influences the unique
reconstructability of tree data from the treemap drawing.

Tree: Tree structure: A directed, rooted tree, here simply tree, is
an acyclic graph that consists of nodes n ∈ N connected by directed
edges e ∈ E: T = (N, E) with E ⊂ N × N. It has a root node root(T )
and all edges are directed away from the root. The source of the
directed edge e is called parent node par and the destination is the
child node ch. A node is called single-child node if it has only one
child. A node is called a leaf nL , if it has no child nodes. The set
of all leaf nodes is denoted as L(T ). Other nodes are called inner
nodes. The set of all inner nodes is Inner(T ).
Node order: Each node has a unique id defining the node order
when traversing the tree in-order.
Node weights: A tree is weighted T = (N, E, w) if all nodes have
an assigned weight w : N → R > 0. The weight of a parent node
is the sum of weights of its child nodes. Without loss of generality,
we assume w(root) = 1.
Descendant: If a node d can be reached from a node a, d is called
a descendant of a.
Node color: Each node can be assigned a color based on a color
scheme, which is discussed at the end of this chapter.
Node depth: The depth of a node is defined as the distance between
the tree’s root node and the node. The root node has a depth of 0.
Nodes with a depth of i are on the i-th level of the tree.
Subtree: A subtree of a tree T is a part of T . It consists of a node in
T and all nodes and edges that are reachable from that node.
Treemap: A rectangular treemap T M is a visual structure displaying the input tree data T IN using nested, colored rectangles R. Each
rectangle corresponds to a node in the tree r(n) : nIN → R. The treemap’s bounding rectangle, e.g.,
corresponds to the root node.
L2

L3

...
LR1 LR2 LR3
LR4 LR5 LR6
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It has the size of the treemap’s target resolution Res. The position,
width and height of a rectangle r ∈ R are determined by the treemap visualization process T MV . The relative area of each rectangle
corresponds with its relative node weight to the root node. Due to
overplotting, the visible rectangles Rvis correspond to the leaf nodes
L(T ) → Rvis . The inner node rectangles are formed by a set of visible rectangles (e.g.,
).
L2

L3

...
LR1 LR2 LR3
LR4 LR5 LR6

Treemap Visualization Process: The treemap visualization process TMV transforms the input tree T IN = (N IN , E IN , wIN ) into the
treemap T M according to a specification S = (LS, IS,CS): T MV :
T IN (N IN , E IN , wIN ) × S(LS, IS,CS) → T M. The layout specification LS = (L, p) consists of the slice-and-dice layout L [Shn92] and
a parameter p: the starting tiling direction. The image specification
IS is the target resolution Res: the width T MW and height T MH
of the treemap image. Color specification CS is determined by the
color scheme (see below).
Treemap Reconstruction: The visual inverse T MV −1 of the
treemap visualization process derives all possible tree structures
{TiOUT } = {(NiOUT , EiOUT , wOUT
)} from an input treemap T M IN .
i
The area of a leaf rectangle determines the leaf node weight wOUT .
If applicable, it saves colors of leaf rectangles in the corresponding reconstructed leaf nodes. A treemap reconstruction algorithm
is correct if it produces all trees that could have produced the input
treemap: ∀TiOUT ∈ T MV −1 (T M IN ) : T MV (TiOUT ) = T M IN .
Input, Output and Assumptions: The algorithm reconstructs all
trees {TiOUT } = {(NiOUT , EiOUT , wOUT
)} that could have produced
i
an input treemap T M IN with the resolution (T MW, T MH). The
treemap is given as a set of its visible rectangles Rvis , e.g., either
directly in D3 [BOH11], SVG graphics, JSON data, or externally
pre-processed from images. We assume that the treemap was produced with the SnD layout and a known starting direction. For an
unknown starting direction, the algorithm can be run with each direction. The treemap should not have been created from trees with
single-child nodes, as their rectangles are not visibly distinguishable from non-single-child node rectangles, making them neither
identifiable by humans nor by algorithms.
A

C

B

D

Color Schemes: The way colors are assigned to nodes is defined
by a color scheme. We use the HSV/HSB color space and assume
that each node and leaf rectangle contains at most one color. Leaf
rectangles containing more than one color, such as treemaps using
cushions, are disregarded in this work. We focus on the following
five color schemes (see Figure 1b-1f):
1. Main Branch Colors: All child nodes of the root of a hierarchy
are assigned a unique color. Their descendants are assigned the
same exact color to indicate that they belong together.
2. Main Branch Colors with brightness: This color scheme extends
Main Branch Colors by further encoding the depth of a node.
All child nodes of the root of a hierarchy are assigned a unique
hue. Their descendants are assigned the same exact hue to indicate that they belong together. All nodes have their brightness
set based on their depth. Nodes either get brighter or darker the
deeper they are.
3. Attribute colors: In this color scheme, each leaf node is assigned
a unique color based on a categorical attribute.
© 2020 The Author(s)
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4. Attribute colors with brightness: This color scheme extends attribute colors by further encoding the depth of a node. Each leaf
node is assigned a unique hue based on a categorical attribute.
Similarly to Main Branch Colors with brightness, nodes either
become brighter or darker the deeper they are.
5. Tree Colors: Tree Colors [TJ14] is a color scheme specifically
designed for hierarchical data. It also sets nodes’ brightness values based on depth; nodes either become darker or brighter the
deeper they are. Additionally, Tree Colors has two more goals.
First, each node should have a unique color. Secondly, the relation between parent nodes and child nodes needs to be obvious through the colors. These properties are achieved by assigning equally big hue portions from 0-360 to sibling nodes. Child
nodes recursively split their parents’ hue ranges, which causes
them to have similar colors. Tree Colors require different parameter settings such as the hue fraction or whether hue ranges
should be permuted or reversed. Changing these parameters can
make it easier to distinguish nodes that don’t belong together.
Due to the large parameter space, treemaps with identical structures can look very different.
4. Reconstruction
In Section 4.1 we present a general but straightforward approach
to reconstruct tree structures and weights from SnD treemaps, irrespective of colors. In Section 4.2 and 4.3, we explain how we optimized the memory consumption and processing time to increase
the performance. We then prove the algorithm’s correctness in Section 4.4. Finally, in Section 4.5 we explain how we can reduce the
resulting number of trees using color schemes. Note that colors do
not change rectangle positions and therefore never increase the ambiguity of a treemap.
4.1. General Reconstruction Approach
Algorithm 1 Initial reconstruction algorithm that converts a treemap into a set of trees.

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

Input: R = Rvis = {r1 , r2 , ...rn }
. Treemap
rectangles
Output: T T = T T OUT = {T1 , T2 , ...Tm } . A set
of output trees
function GENERATE T REES(R)
if |R| = 1 then return {R}
. Return rect as leaf node.
SD ← GENERATE A LL S UBDIVISIONS(R)
TT ← ∅
for all sd ∈ SD do
RRsd ← SPLIT R ECTANGLES(R, sd)
T Tsd ← {∅, ∅}
. Single tree without children
for all Rsd ∈ RRsd do
T Tsd ← T Tsd × GENERATE T REES(Rsd )
end for
T T ← T T + T Tsd
end for
return T T
end function

The general algorithm

GENERATE T REES

reconstructs the tree
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structure in a top-down manner from the root by adding child nodes
and their descendants recursively down to the leaves (see Algo. 1).
We find possible input trees by using the SnD algorithm’s specific
tiling strategy on the visible rectangles R = Rvis .
If R contains a single rectangle, the algorithm returns a set containing a single tree with only this rectangle as root node (line 2).
Otherwise, we need to create all subdivisions SD of the current set
of rectangles (line 3). Subdivisions can be found with the help of
separating lines SL. These lines fully tile a rectangle along a subdivision direction (e.g., ). An SL is either
a line directly created by
L2
L3
the SnD construction algorithm, or a combination
of two (or more)
lines created in a later construction step
or
. A rectangle
can have several possible subdivisions
. A particular
subdivision sd ∈ SD is determined by a subset of separating lines
...
SLsd ⊂ SL and splits the corresponding rectangles Rvis at each sepvis
vis
arating line in SLsd into RRvis
sd = {R1 ...Ri } (line 6). Subdivisions
are (in)valid, if they can (cannot) be formed by the SnD layout, e.g.,
.
L2
L2

L3

L3

...

LR1 LR2 LR3
LR4 LR5 LR6

...

LR1 LR2 LR3
LR4 LR5 LR6

LR1 LR2 LR3
LR4 LR5 LR6

If there was no subdivision possible, the algorithm will return
an empty set (due to T T ← ∅ in line 4), signalling that there was
no possible input tree that could produce the set of rectangles R
with the SnD algorithm. Otherwise, we need to build subtrees for
each subdivision sd ∈ SD by splitting the rectangles according to
the split lines (line 6) into a set RRvis
sd containing sets of rectangles.
Once all subtrees have been created, we need to form the
vis
crossproduct between them for each Rvis
sd ∈ RRsd (line 9) as the
construction of the subtrees is independent of each other. Note that
if any one set of rectangles Rsd did not result in a reconstructed
tree, the crossproduct will automatically result in T Tsd = ∅, disvis
carding all trees built for all other R0vis
sd ∈ RRsd . The trees for the
current subdivision will be appended to the list of trees (line 11)
and returned after all subdivisions were processed.
L2

L3

After the structure of the input tree has been recovered, the


weight of a child node is calculated as w = Area Rch /Area Rvis . Note
that child nodes may be shared between several subdivisions if they
correspond to the same parent rectangle, e.g.
.
...

LR1 LR2 LR3
LR4 LR5 LR6

4.2. Memory Consumption Optimization
Maximum Ambiguity – Memory Consumption: The general algorithm generates each reconstructed tree as an individual copy. To
illustrate the implications, we will first introduce the maximum possible ambiguity and show the found maximum ambiguities in our
evaluation. We will then introduce a solution to reduce the required
memory. As mentioned but not quantified in [BHW00; Eic97], the
theoretical maximum structural ambiguity is reached for a treemap
shaped like a regular grid. 
In Equation
1, we present a method to

grid
calculate the ambiguity SA R j,k of a grid shaped treemap with
grid

j × k = R j,k = Rvis leaf nodes. Note that we only need to calculate the ambiguity for a horizontal starting direction, as the ambiguity for the vertical starting direction can be calculated by swapping
j and k. We split our calculation into the first child node and the
remainder of the root node and iterate over all possible grid sizes,
i.e. 1 × k to ( j − 1) × k. Since we need to switch from the horizontal
to vertical split direction, the ambiguity for the first child node can

Nr. leaves

25

50

100

200

400

Th. max. str. amb.

537

3·108

3·1016

6·1037

5·1078

7·10155

4

8

32

512

3, 072

16, 515, 072

Max eval amb.

800

Table 1: Theoretic maximum ambiguity (rounded values), as well
as the maximum ambiguity found in our evaluation for a weight
distribution of 1-20. See Figure 6 for more detailed distributions.


grid
be calculated as SA Rk,i with k = [1.. j − 1]. For the remainder,
we can either continue by splitting the visible rectangles into further child nodes, or by adding a single node containing

all visible
grid
rectangles. The ambiguity for the first case is SA R j−i,k since the
split direction remains unchanged. For the second case, we again
calculate the ambiguity by switching

 the horizontal and vertical
grid
number of rectangles, i.e. SA Rk, j−i . If there is, however, only
a single visible rectangle left, i.e. j − i = k = 1, adding an extra
child node for a single rectangle is not allowed. We therefore introduce SAc which is the same as
 SA except for both j = 1 and k = 1.
grid
Note that all other SA R1,k are 0 due to the empty sum as they
do not represent a valid treemap for the chosen horizontal starting
direction.




grid
grid
SA R1,1 = 1 SAc R1,1 = 0




grid
grid
SA R j,k = SAc R j,k =
j−1

∑

(1)


  



grid
grid
grid
SA Rk,i · SA R j−i,k + SAc Rk, j−i

i=1

Table 1 shows that theoretical maximum ambiguity and the
maximum ambiguity from our evaluation. Both increase superexponentially with the number of leaves, i.e., |Rvis | in a treemap.
While the chance of a perfect grid and theoretical maximum ambiguity is low, over 16 million trees for single treemaps can still be
challenging especially when considering large datasets.
Optimization: To reduce the memory consumption, we implement a tree structure where every node contains a set of possible
subtrees instead of child nodes. Only one of those trees is needed
for all reconstructed trees for a single treemap, eliminating duplicates that occur when creating individual trees. Furthermore, subtrees for identical Rvis and same tiling direction that are needed
more than once only need to be reconstructed and stored once when
using references (as explained in chapter 4.3), leading to the elimination of duplicated data in memory.
4.3. Runtime Optimization
The general reconstruction algorithm checks power sets of potential
trees for correctness in nearly every recursion. To emphasize this
problem, we introduce the following example:
Figure 2 has |P(sd)| = 23 − 1 = 7 possible subdivisions for
R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 . We assume that R2 R3 and R3 R4 are combinations
that do not result in reconstructed trees, while R1 R2 results in
a reconstructed tree. For all 7 subdivisions : {R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 },
© 2020 The Author(s)
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R1

R2

R3

R4

Rcomb
R1 R2 R3 R4 R1,2 R2,3 R3,4 R1,2,3 R2,3,4
general:
4 2 2 4
2
1
2
1
1
improved: 1 1 1 1
1
0
0
0
0
Figure 2: Example treemap and subtree calculation table.

{{R1 , R2 }, R3 , R4 }, {R1 , {R2 , R3 }, R4 }, {R1 , R2 , {R3 , R4 }}, {{R1 ,
R2 }, {R3 , R4 }}, {{R1 , R2 , R3 }, R4 }, {R1 , {R2 , R3 , R4 }} the general
algorithm creates the subtrees listed in Figure 2. Each potential subtree has to be processed separately from this point on, while only
the subdivisions {R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 } and {{R1 , R2 }, R3 , R4 } lead to reconstructed trees. The problem of duplicate calculations is shown
in Table 1. Furthermore, each node’s child nodes result in a power
set as well and ambiguous structures lead to additional sets that
need to be checked, as the tiling direction in further sets of R may
change and the number of different sets of R in subtrees increases.
As a base for a more efficient reconstruction algorithm, we first
define the primetree T 0 of a treemap T M as following:
Theorem 1 (primetree) If a treemap T M was created using the
SnD algorithm, we can construct a tree T 0 (primetree) that creates the treemap T M while always using the maximum subdivision, where the maximum subdivision is the one that splits the set
of rectangles into the maximum number of children.
Proof Given a set of rectangles R and the maximum subdivision sd,
there are two possible cases for the SnD construction algorithm:
1. A child contains only a single rectangle and is therefore a leaf
node and is therefore a valid tree.
2. Further subdivision of the children is possible according to the
SnD layout rules.
In case of 2., we can again split the child using the maximum subdivision until all children are leaf nodes.
Using the prime tree definition, we can now use the following recursive approach to improve the general reconstruction algorithm:
1. We create the prime tree T 0 for all Rvis contained in a bounding rectangle (starting with all Rvis ). This is possible for all SnD
treemaps as shown in Theorem 1.
2. We traverse T 0 and enumerate all subdivisions that lead to reconstructed trees for each node’s child nodes. We then repeat both
steps for these new subdivisions.
During the prime tree creation, we save all SL in their respective
nodes in the prime tree and can then find subdivisions that lead to
reconstructed trees by matching the SL of sibling nodes during tree
traversal. No further SL detection is needed and all found subdivisions will lead to prime trees for their subsets of Rvis , as the subsets were created with the SnD construction algorithm (Theorem
1). Therefore, when traversing T 0 ({R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 }) from the previous example, we will only find {{R1 , R2 }, R3 , R4 } and no further
tree creation for other subdivisions is needed. During the creation
of the prime tree, we already created the subtrees for R1 , R2 , R3 and
R4 and do not need to calculate them again. Furthermore, we use
© 2020 The Author(s)
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the enumeration method proposed in Equation 1 to reduce the calculation cost. As this is a sequential approach, we can reuse once
created subtrees ({R1 , R2 }) in later tree reconstructions. As seen
in Table 2, we greatly decreased the number of needed tree reconstructions. The number of subtree creations needed by the general
algorithm increases exponentially with the number of crossproduct
combinations. The number of subtree creations needed by the improved algorithm is either 1 or 0 for every possible subtree. Therefore, the runtime decreases from exponential to linear. No tree data
reconstruction took longer than three seconds.
4.4. Proof of Correctness and Completeness
Due to the improvements, we can now prove that our algorithm
finds only but all correct trees. Note that during the proof, without
loss of generality, we assume that the input tree weight of each leaf
node is the same as the number of pixels of the corresponding leaf
rectangle in the treemap, i.e. any potential rounding and scaling of
weights is assumed to happen prior to the construction. There are
two possibilities for the origin of a separating line
sl:
1. sl is a separating line, resulting from the SnD construction algorithm.
2. sl is the result of two or more separating lines from different
nodes, creating a single separating line for their common immediate parent node.
The algorithm is correct iff the following theorem holds:
Theorem 2 (correctness) For all trees T and treemaps T M, the
tree T is part of the reconstruction set T M (T ∈ T MV −1 (T M)) iff
the construction algorithm creates the treemap T M = T MV (T ), i.e.
∀(T, T M) : T M = T MV (T ) ⇐⇒ T ∈ T MV −1 (T M)
Theorem 2 is equivalent to the following two corollaries:
Corollary 2.1 (necessary condition of Theorem 2) If a treemap
T M was created with the SnD algorithm and an input tree T , T is
in the set of trees found by the reconstruction algorithm. ∀(T, T M) :
T M = T MV (T ) ⇒ T ∈ T MV −1 (T M)
Proof Assume, ∃(T, T M) : T M = T MV (T ) ∧ T ∈
/ T MV −1 (T M). It
means there exists a rectangle and a set of split lines that were created during construction but not considered during reconstruction.
The reconstruction algorithm always tests all subdivisions, including the one that was formed by the SnD algorithm applied to the
input tree T . It will therefore always reconstruct the tree T which
contradicts the assumption, thus the Corollary 2.1 holds.
Corollary 2.2 (sufficient condition of Theorem 2) If a tree T was
found with the reconstruction algorithm applied to the treemap T M,
the treemap can be re-created with the SnD algorithm: ∀(T, T M) :
T ∈ T MV −1 (T M) ⇒ T M = T MV (T )
Proof Assume, ∃(T, T M) : T ∈ T MV −1 (T M) ∧ T M 6= T MV (T ).
It means that the reconstruction algorithms finds a tree T that does
not re-create the treemap T M with the SnD algorithm. However,
the SnD algorithm always creates the same lines that were used
during reconstruction and therefore the same treemap. Since this
contradicts the assumption, the Corollary 2.2 and, therefore, the
Theorem 2 holds.
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4.5. Reconstruction with Colors
OUT

After the reconstruction of all possible trees T
for a treemap
T M IN , we can reduce the number of valid trees by rejecting those
that do not match the input color scheme. To reject a tree, we verify
that the color properties of each reconstructed tree TiOUT match
the input color scheme. If at any reconstruction step, any of the
conditions are violated, we conclude that TiOUT does not match
the color scheme, thus it is not the original tree T IN used to create
T M IN . The conditions depending on the color scheme are:
1. Main Branch Colors:
a. All descending leaf nodes of the same child of the root must
have the same exact color.
b. Descending leaf nodes of different children of the root must
have different colors.
2. Main Branch Colors with brightness:
a. All descending leaf nodes of the same child of the root must
have a similar hue. To account for rounding errors, we accept
colors whose hue values differ by no more than 2.
b. Descending leaf nodes of different children of the root must
have hues that differ enough. We require those hues to differ
by at least 3 to account for rounding errors.
c. Brightness: For each child node of the root, we verify both of
the following conditions:
i. All descending leaf nodes that are on the same level need
to have the same brightness.
ii. The brightness values of descending leaf nodes on different levels must consistently decrease or consistently increase, depending on how the brightness was calculated.
3. Attribute colors:
Currently, there is no suitable approach for attribute colors, as
they do not encode any information about the hierarchy’s structure. Neither the hues nor the brightness or saturation of the colors are related to the structure, which means that we cannot reject
any of the reconstructed trees.
4. Attribute colors with brightness:
While pure attribute colors do not reduce treemap ambiguity, the
addition of brightness based on depth may aid the reconstruction.
We verify the following conditions:
a. All leaf nodes that are on the same level need to have the
same brightness.
b. The brightness values of leaf nodes on different levels must
consistently decrease or consistently increase, depending on
how the brightness was calculated.
5. Tree Colors:
Tree Colors scheme has a large parameter space, thus we need
to define general conditions that are parameter independent. We
verify the following properties:
a. All leaf nodes that are on the same level need to have the
same brightness.
b. The brightness values of leaf nodes on different levels must
consistently decrease or consistently increase.
c. We recursively calculate the average hues of inner nodes by
averaging the hue values of their child nodes. Because Tree
Colors assign the root node a hue range of 0-360, we can expect the original tree’s root to have an average hue of around
180. Due to rounding errors, we accept trees if their root’s
average hue is between 175 and 185. The parameters for hue

permutation or reversal do not impact this approach as they
only change the order of hues.
d. Optional: If we know that the treemap was colorized with
the parameters permutation and reversal set to false, we can
check if all leaf nodes’ hues are in order. We traverse the tree
in-order and verify that the hue of each leaf node is greater or
equal to the last found leaf’s hue −1, accounting for possible
rounding errors.
As each tree has to be checked individually, the runtime scales
directly with the number of reconstructed trees. For our largest
number of reconstructions with 16, 515, 072 trees, each different
color scheme procedure took about one hour. Each individual tree
in this example took less than 0.3ms.
Algorithm 2 The algorithm to accept or reject reconstructed trees
for Main Branch Colors with Brightness.
Input: T
. Reconstructed Tree
Output: valid . Whether the tree fits the scheme
1: function CHECK M AIN B RANCH B RIGHTNESS(T )
2:
valid ← true
3:
for all ch ∈ children(root(T )) do
4:
if valid = f alse then break
5:
valid ← SIMILAR L EAF H UES(ch)
6:
end for
7:
if valid = true then
8:
valid ← DIFFERENT H UES I N M AIN B RANCHES(T )
9:
for all ch ∈ children(root(T )) do
10:
if valid = f alse then break
11:
brightnessValues ← new double [MAX D EPTH(T ) +1]
12:
valid ← SAME B RIGHTNESS(ch, brightnessValues)
13:
if valid = true then
14:
valid ← CHANGING B RIGHTNESS(brightnessValues)
15:
end for
16:
return valid
17: end function
Algo. 2 shows the steps discussed earlier for Main Branch Colors with Brightness based on depth. First, we verify the huebased properties using SIMILAR L EAF H UES (line 5) and DIF FERENT H UES I N M AIN B RANCHES (line 8). Afterwards, SAME B RIGHTNESS checks for each child of the root whether descending leaf nodes on the same level have the same brightness (line
12). Finally, CHANGING B RIGHTNESS makes sure that brightness
values on different levels consistently decrease or consistently increase (line 14). Note how the brightness-based checks are done
separately for each main branch (line 9); i.e. we do not compare
brightness values of different main branches, as each main branch
may have started with a different brightness.
Also note how if at any point any of the conditions are violated,
valid is set to false and we skip all further checks to immediately
reject the tree.
Figure 3 shows the four trees that can be reconstructed from the
treemap in Figure 1f. They are structurally identical to the trees
from Figure 1, but nodes are colored like their corresponding rectangles. Trees 3c and 3d can be rejected because their left main
branches contain both purple and green (see highlighted subtrees).
Trees 3a and 3b both satisfy all conditions and cannot be rejected.
© 2020 The Author(s)
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(a) Tree is accepted.
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trees resulting in 2×6×1,000 = 12,000 trees. These settings were
inspired by literature [KBW*20; Shn92; SW01; BSW02]. We then
randomly applied colors following our color schemes on each tree
for each color scheme and visualized the trees as treemaps with an
800×800px resolution. This resulted in 60,000 treemaps. The generated treemaps were reconstructed with our proposed algorithm to
assess the impact of ambiguity on SnD treemaps. We then applied
our color checks on each reconstruction to evaluate how well each
color scheme can diminish ambiguity.
5.2. Color settings
We use the HSV/HSB color space for all calculations. Unless noted
otherwise, we set the saturation and brightness/value to 1.

(b) Tree can be rejected if main branches start with same brightness.

(c) Tree is rejected.

(d) Tree is rejected.

Figure 3: Colored Trees

However, if we also knew that all main branches started with the
same brightness, we could apply the brightness-based checks to the
entire tree, rather than for each main branch separately. In that case
we could also reject tree 3b, because the highlighted nodes are on
different levels, yet contain the same brightness.
5. Evaluation
We used our reconstruction and color refinement algorithms to
quantify the ambiguity and how well colorization can decrease ambiguity in SnD treemaps. For our evaluation, we randomly generated 12,000 trees and constructed 60,000 treemaps with a set of
predefined parameters for the colorization and tree generation.
5.1. Data Generation and Treemap Construction
We generated the tree data for our evaluation with two leaf node
weight ranges {(1-20),(5-100)} and six leaf node counts {25, 50,
100, 200, 400, 800}. Starting from the root, every inner node has,
randomly determined, between two and five child nodes, eliminating the possibility of single-child nodes. The depth varies depending on the randomized generation, but is bound due to the maximum number of leaf nodes. For each setting we generated 1,000
© 2020 The Author(s)
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1. Main Branch Colors:
• Hue: We use the hues {0, 30, 60, 120, 180} for children of
the root.
2. Main Branch Colors with brightness:
• Hue: We use the hues {0, 30, 60, 120, 180} for children of
the root.
• Value/Brightness: We calculate the brightness as 0.9depth−1 .
3. Attribute colors:
• Hue: We use the hues {0, 30, 60, 120, 180} for attributes.
4. Attribute colors with brightness:
• Hue: We use the hues {0, 30, 60, 120, 180} for attributes.
• Value/Brightness: We calculate the brightness as 0.9depth−1 .
5. Tree Colors:
• Hue: The root begins with a hue range of 0-360. Children
recursively split their parents’ hue ranges in equal sub-ranges,
hue values are chosen as the middle of a hue range.
• Saturation: We calculate the saturation as 1 − 0.2depth .
• Value/Brightness: We calculate the brightness as 0.9depth−1 .
• Parameters: We set the fraction to 0.5, enabled hue permutation and disabled hue reversal.
As Tennekes [TJ14] noted, the settings for the color scheme depend on multiple factors such as the size of the hierarchy, how
deep it is and on which level the attention is focused. We chose
these settings because they make sense for evaluation with varying leaf node counts.
5.3. Evaluation Results
We show the results in a separate visualization for each weight
range. Figure 4 shows the percentage of SnD treemaps that are ambiguous without taking color schemes into consideration. While the
larger leaf node weight range has a diminishing effect on the occurrence of ambiguity, the effect weakens for larger leaf node counts.
For both weight ranges, treemaps with 100 or more leaf nodes have
more than 40% chance of being ambiguous. Treemaps with 400 or
more leaf nodes, the chance for a non-ambiguous treemap is under
2%.
Figure 5 shows the percentage of ambiguous treemaps, where
ambiguity could be perfectly resolved by a color scheme. Note
that the attribute color scheme without brightness never reduced
ambiguity and is therefore not shown. While the main branch
color scheme is not sufficient to reliably resolve ambiguities, the
main branch brightness, attribute brightness and tree colors color
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Figure 4: Percentage of ambiguous treemaps in our data set.
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Figure 6: Distributions of ambiguity in each evaluation set. B denotes the usage of brightness to indicate node depth.
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Figure 5: Percentage of ambiguous treemaps that could be resolved
perfectly with the help of color schemes. B denotes the usage of
brightness to indicate node depth.

schemes manage to perfectly resolve the ambiguity in over 90% of
cases for treemaps with 400 or fewer leaf nodes.
Figure 6 shows the distribution of ambiguity for treemaps without colors and the distributions after applying the ambiguity reduction process for each color scheme. This boxplot emphasizes that
the amount of reconstructed trees grows super-exponentially with
increasing leaf nodes even for non-grid like treemaps. The largest
amount of 16,515,072 reconstructed trees for a single treemap was
found for a tree with 800 leaf nodes and a weight range of 1-20.
Furthermore, the main branch brightness, attribute brightness and
tree color color schemes can reduce even large amounts of ambiguity in treemaps. They could even reduce the largest ambiguity to
only the original input tree. Color schemes that do not incorporate
brightness to encode depth did not significantly reduce ambiguity.

are ambiguous. At 800 leaf nodes, treemap reconstruction can result in over ten million reconstructed trees and not a single treemap
without ambiguity was found. When incorporating color schemes
into our reconstruction process, we found that the usage of brightness to encode node depth can vastly reduce ambiguity, independent of color hues. For tree data with additional attributes, we suggest using the attribute with brightness color scheme. When drawing treemaps for tree data without attribute information, we suggest
using main branch colors with brightness or tree colors. However,
tree colors are difficult to use as good parameters need to be chosen
for each specific dataset.
In the future, more reconstruction algorithms need to be researched to compare the reconstructability of different layouts. Furthermore, there are additional color schemes that might be useful to
explore. The automatic reconstruction of colormaps [PMH18] for
treemaps can be a great addition for future work. In this context, a
parameter evaluation for tree colors can be interesting to find the
optimal settings for treemap reconstruction. Finally, the ability of
humans to read ambiguous treemaps and understand colors in comparison to automatic reconstructions is another interesting direction
of future research.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
We reconstructed the potentially ambiguous tree data from SnD
treemaps and evaluated how five color schemes can help to reduce
occurring ambiguity. In our evaluation, we found that ambiguity in
SnD treemaps grows super-exponentially with the number of leaf
nodes. 40% of treemaps produced from trees with 100 leaf nodes
© 2020 The Author(s)
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